16 November 2018

AIPH PUBLISHES SPECIAL 70TH ANNIVERSARY
MAGAZINE
The International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH) celebrates its 70th
Anniversary with a special edition of FloraCulture International (FCI) magazine. The
publication is available now on AIPH and FCI websites.
The special edition magazine looks back on the reasons for founding AIPH in 1948 and
the course of its seventy-year-long history. Over this time, AIPH has established its
position in many important areas of ornamental horticulture including: novelty protection,
environment and plant health and the production of the International Statistics Yearbook Flowers and Plants - with 66 volumes to date.
Looking at more recent developments, the magazine features the International Grower of
the Year Awards (IGOTY) and AIPH's Green City concept – both having been established
in 2009. The publication also presents progress in areas where AIPH is developing a new
offering to the horticulture industry, such as the International Vision Project (IVP) and the
AIPH-approved expo archive and contact database.
The future of this global and growing non-profit organisation is also envisioned. This
perspective identifies the expansion of AIPH-approved events, across all four
classifications, including World Horticultural Expos, for which AIPH holds the unique and
internationally-recognised role of approving - as enshrined within an international
convention dating back to the 1920's.
AIPH is a thriving organisation providing ever increasing support, around the world, to
over 50 organisations which form its membership base. The organisation also values the
importance of strategic collaborations and continues to work with other industry partners.
A page of contributions from such partners is included within the publication.
2018 also marks the year AIPH became the proud new publisher of FloraCulture
International and the AIPH 70th Anniversary edition is produced as a result of this
enterprising partnership. With a shared purpose of supporting the ornamentals industry,
AIPH and FCI proudly issue this very special publication.
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Since 1948, AIPH has united horticultural producers in an international community that
thrives to this day. Much has changed in that time. Technologies advanced, cities rose
from the ground, and we have become more connected than ever. As a result, our
essential bond with nature has been weakened. AIPH strives to reignite and uphold an
appreciation of plants that we believe is a basic human instinct. We support the work of
grower associations globally and together we champion a prosperous industry, growing
plants that enhance lives, advance societies and sustain our planet, for this generation
and the next.
For further details contact:
Penelope Tomkins, AIPH Communications Manager
Email: penelope.tomkins@aiph.org Phone: +44 (0) 1235 776 160
Website: www.aiph.org
Follow AIPH on Twitter @AIPHglobal
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